
Summer Tasks

Read through your introduction pack, including the

information on the practitioners Stanislavski and

Punchdrunk. Summarise what you understand from your

reading in ten bullet points

Research one of the set texts, Colder Than Here by Laura

Wade.

Write  a theatre review on a piece of live theatre you have

seen that is between 800 to 1000 words in length and

considers the questions overleaf ……

Please bring all your work to your first Drama and Theatre

session with us.

Evaluation of a Live Performance

You could go to digital theatre+ website, if you have a waldegrave
account, you can login with your email to access shows

No longer than 1000 words in traditional essay form



In order to meet the assessment criteria, you need to comment on
Director’s interpretation
What were the main themes?  How did you know? What was the director trying to
make you think/feel?  Was the performance an effective portrayal of the script?  Was the
director influenced by other practitioners?  Did it work?  What was the overriding
message?  How was this communicated?

Staging/ Set Design
What form of staging was used?  What impact did this have on the audience?  How was
location/time period suggested?  Was the setting symbolic?  If so, how? Were levels used
and what effect did this have?  How was the atmosphere created?  How were the
themes conveyed in the setting?  Make a sketch of the set

Lighting
How was it used and why?  What effects were created?  How were the areas defined by
lighting?  How and why was the time period reflected in the lighting choices?  How did
the lighting change mood and atmosphere?  Was the lighting symbolic and how did this
help to represent the themes of the play?  Was it designed to have an impact on the
audience?

Sound and SFX/Multi-media devices
What use was made in the production?  How did sound create mood or period?  Were
SFX or multi-media devices used?  If so why and to what effect?  How did all these
elements help to represent the themes of the play and the director’s interpretation?

Costume/Props
How did the use of costume highlight the director’s interpretation? How did they
support/develop character?  Were costumes or props used to suggest period or
location?  Were costumes/props used symbolically or have a representational value?
How did they support the themes of the play?

Acting
Comment on at least 3 different actors in this section, commenting on their use of
● voice – accent/dialect;  characterisation; impact on audience
● movement – gesture; body language; style of movement; changes in movement
● relationships – how the performers relate to other actors; proxemics between

actors and interaction with audience
● audience response – how did the acting/ directorial intention make you feel;

how were you involved with the characters and the themes of the play?


